Visualizing the Dynamics around the Rule/Evidence Interface in Legal Reasoning Preliminary Outline for the Presentation
We can introduce predicate logic functionality as needed -as context variables for logical subjects in the proposition shapes:
Taking the case of Schrum v. Sec. HHS, 2006 WL 1073012 (Fed.Cl. 2006 as an example, the context values for variables in the implication tree would be:
• "the petitioner" = Patricia Schrum • "the vaccination" = a series of hepatitis B vaccinations in 2001
• "the injury" = polyarteritis nodosa (PAN) Page 4 of 10 Visualizing the Dynamics around the Rule/Evidence Interface in Legal Reasoning Preliminary Outline for the Presentation I.B. VISUALIZING EVIDENCE EVALUATION "Plausibility Schemas" are logical patterns of default reasoning, consisting of evidentiary assertions and plausibility connectives, which can be used in a particular case to prove issues of fact identified by the legal rules (modeled in the implication tree).
Evidentiary assertions are propositions (e.g.) from a witness's testimony or describing other kinds of evidence. They have plausibility values -e.g., on a … … Five-valued scale {Very Plausible / Plausible / Undecided / Implausible / Very Implausible} … Seven-valued scale {Highly Plausible / Very Plausible / Slightly Plausible / Undecided / Slightly Implausible / Very Implausible / Highly Implausible} … Mathematical probability scale Plausibility connectives operate on the plausibility-values of evidentiary assertions. Examples of useful plausibility connectives are: generalized conjunction ("MIN"), generalized disjunction ("MAX"), strong defeater ("REBUT"), and weak defeater ("UNDERCUT").
For example, the Statistical-Syllogism Plausibility Schema:
The context values for the Statistical-Syllogism Schema in the Schrum case:
• "the definite subject S" = Patricia Schrum • "reference category A" = the category of people who have a vasculitic syndrome and microaneurysms in their kidneys Visualizing the Dynamics around the Rule/Evidence Interface in Legal Reasoning Preliminary Outline for the Presentation
• "category B" = the category of people who have polyarteritis nodosa (PAN)
The instantiated schema using these context values (in the Schrum case):
Plausibility schemas are:
• Generic (not case-specific, like evidence is; not necessarily domain-specific, like legal rules are)
Sources of schemas (involving theories of uncertainty and decisions about acceptability):
• Logic • Science • Practice (e.g., "common sense," regulatory risk assessment)
• Policy II. VISUALIZING DYNAMICS AROUND THE INTERFACE 1) Visualizing "Relevance" 2)
Visualizing "Propagation" 3)
Visualizing "Process Decision-making" 4)
Visualizing "Policy-based Reasoning" 5)
Visualizing Hypothesis: The reasoning in deciding motions can be modeled … … Using no new logical objects or structures … Representing legal process rules by implication trees … Applying the process rules to the particular case using evidentiary assertions … Referring to rules and evidence as subjects of propositions
Examples of motions to exclude evidence (referring to individual evidentiary assertions), motions about the legal sufficiency of evidence (referring to the totality of evidence relevant to a particular issue of fact), and motions about legal rules (referring to rules in the implication tree).
4) Visualizing "Policy-based Reasoning"
Visualizing the reasoning involved in deciding motions about adopting, maintaining, or rescinding legal rules by balancing competing policy rationales or principles Hypothesis: we can gain insights from evidence evaluation using schemas, as well as "relevant factor" reasoning (infra) 5) Visualizing "Relevant Factors"
Visualizing the reasoning involved in balancing relevant factors in evaluating evidence, in the absence of (or in lieu of) plausibility schemas EXAMPLE OF HYPOTHESIS ABOUT THE EMERGENCE AND EVOLUTION OF NEW LEGAL RULES Relevant-factor evidence evaluation, in the context of documented and reviewed factfinding, yet with a deferential standard of review, can yield "soft rules" about what inferences are reasonable. This occurs when a pattern of reasoning is used in factfinding, documented, and not reversed on appeal or judicial review.
Such soft rules can then provide a "safe haven" line of reasoning for factfinders in the future, who have some assurance that they will not be reversed.
In such cases, for example, there can emerge among factfinders patterns of priority in relevant factors. Over time, there may develop a consensus that certain factors are routinely part of the analysis. From this can emerge new plausibility schemas -that is, new rules about what lines of reasoning are plausible, at least in the absence of contradictory evidence. In addition, there may emerge new rules about necessary conditions for finding issues of fact -that is, new legal rules in the implication tree.
